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Dear Garden Lovers,

Recently, we asked designers who use Longshadow® in their garden projects to send us photographs of their favorite, dreamy garden settings. The response has been heartwarming and this book is our selection from the hundreds of images sent to us.

Thank you to the generous designers, owners, photographers and friends who have participated in making this book possible.

Thank you to Christopher Hirsheimer and Melissa Hamilton of Canal House for their thoughtful and valuable suggestions.

We believe you will find Longshadow Garden Dreams pleasurable and inspiring.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Ward
Daniel Ward

Pomona, Illinois
August 2013
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Longshadow Garden Dreams, is a gallery of evocative, comfortable gardens coast to coast, complementing and illustrating the character, emotion and personality of Gardens are for People, Thomas Church’s revolutionary and insightful 1955 book about gardens as enjoyable outdoor living places.

Discovering the gardens in Longshadow Garden Dreams, one passes through inviting entrances and engaging transitions, enjoys places of play and gathering, absorbs the pleasures of enclosures and quiet places and is moved by emotionally framed views of the outside world. One feels the emotions of those who were and are involved in the creation and preservation of these gardens: the designers, contractors, suppliers, caretakers and owners who brought these gardens into being and who take pleasure in caring for them with dedication and love.

As you look at the gardens in this book, you will want to pause and feel the dreams of the creators and caretakers each garden unveils. Your experience may lead to your own dream garden.

Enjoy and Dream!

Gregory M. Pierceall
Professor Emeritus, Landscape Architecture
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
August, 2013
designs. We love the feeling of fine old gardens and take great pride in being a protective, positive, enhancing part of the gardening world.”

Artists, entrepreneurs, independent-minded business people with a passion for gardening, the Wards speak of their work in poetic tones.

Charlotte and Daniel love to share the beauty of Longshadow planters and ornaments and the inspiring setting in which they are crafted and displayed with an increasing stream of enthusiastic visitors. Through a natural chain of word-of-mouth, Longshadow Gardens is evolving from a Factory in a Garden (their Latin motto is *Fabricio in Horto Nostro*) into a Destination Garden.

“It’s wonderful that designers are including our dream as part of their dreams for their clients,” says Charlotte Ward. “We are awed that our initial dream, as inspired by that Englishman twenty two years ago, is now part of the creative dreams of designers working coast to coast and overseas.”

This book, *Longshadow Garden Dreams*, is a compilation of photographs from dreaming designers working throughout the world.

I believe these photographs will help you dream your own garden dream....

Paul Povse
Journalist, Free-Lance Writer, Adjunct Journalism Teacher
Lincoln Land Community College, Springfield, Illinois
August 2013
Outside the Garden

H. Paul Davis, Landscape Architects
Entering Joseph Hillenmeyer Garden Design
We thank the garden professionals and photographers who shared photographs of their work with us for use in this book.
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